In the discussion which follows, we will use primarily the potential-barrier description, because it is better suited for discussing the shape resonance/bond length relationship.
In·the particular case of molecular K-shell shape resonances, in which the initial state is well-localized, shape-resonant effects have been described as probes of the details of the molecular electrostatic potentia1.
•
6 It is also interesting to ask what ~ther molecular properties might be determinable using K-shell shape resonances as a "fingerprint" of the molecule. For example, one important. and highly successful application of shape-resonance studies has yielded .. .Another important candidate molecular property about which shape-
resonance studies may yield information is bond length. If a quantitative relationship between shape-resonance energies and bond lengths could be determined, a powerful analytical tool would be at our disposal. Such a relationship could be applied to molecu~es in 12 . different _environments. (such as surface adsorbates) or to systems with unknown bond lengths. Furthermore, because of the resonant nature (i.e.
higher cross section) of the process, bond-length determination in this manner probably would be competitive with other techniques such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). Because of the obvious desirability of a quantitative shape-resonance energy/bond length relationship, and because K-shell shape resonances have recently received increased experimental and theoretical attention, this work addresses the aspects involved in an empirical determination of such a relationship. Because most of the previous work on shape resonances has dealt with small ·molecules containing B, C, N, 0, and F, we will focus on.these K shells~ As a step toward determining a shape-resonance energy/bond length correlatiori, the purpose of this paper is to suggest necessary and sufficient criteria for interpreting _observed spectral features in A first step in discussing the validity uf an atomic-scattering EXAFS-like approach to shape-resonance phenomena is to compare the molecular potential appropriate for "pure" EXAFS phenomena to what we know about the potential-barrier interaction which produces shape resonances. In EXAFS, the important interaction for the ionized core electron is with an adjacent atomic-core potential in the molecule. Th~ subsequent backscattering from this core and scattering off the original atomic core from which the electron. was ionized produces the . 20 interference effect commonly referred to as EXAFS.
Because EXAFS.
is observed at relatively high kinetic energies ( -100 ev or more),' the interplay between·attractive and repulsive forces which produce the lowenergy details of the molecular. potential (and possibly a barrier)
generally has a negligible effect on ·the "high-energy" photoelectron. environment (e.g., gas-phase vs. adsorbate). -However, caution must be exercised even in such well-defined cases, because the molecular -13 vibrations, which-have a significant effect on the resonance energy, also will be modified under any circumstances in which the bond length changes. The differences in the present and previou~ findings can be traced · primarily to the stricter criteria applied here for assigning shape resonances to spectroscopic features. None of the molecules excluded in the present analysis have .been studied in a K-shell·gas-phase photoemission experiment, and only a few·have been treated theoretically; all of the-excluded molecules fail on at least one criterion from Sec. III. However, because of the dramatic difference _between the previous work and our findings, it is fitting to provide more details concerning the assignments of shape resonances in both studies. Therefore, we bri~fly discuss some of the specific reasons we used to exclude from Fig. 1 most of the molecules for which K-shell i9 photoabsorpti_on or EELS spectra are available. In doing so, we will highlight som~ difficulties in assigning shape resonances based on _absorption data alone, and we will discuss a few "borderline" cases that partially fulfill our criteria.
To begin with, we have chosen not to include molecules with discrete resonances below the Kedge that may be associated with shaperesonance phenomena. The reasons for this were presented in Sec. II, and are related to the generally complicated multi-electron nature of 
3~
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